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A very (very) WARM welcome to the HOT HOT HOT fourth edition of
the MILVERTON RAG – the magazine created BY the children of Milverton Primary
School FOR the children of Milverton Primary School.
We have a growing team of reporters involved in the RAG and we are very excited to
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bring you this SUMMER
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ahead . There is lots inside to keep you interested, ideas, stories, information, puzzles,
cartoons, funnies and much, much more...So come on and dive in….
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of a RAG to help you through the long summer

****Anyone interested in joining the RAG team please see me in September ****
For now have a GREAT SUMMER! Chief Editor: Samuel Cross
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SUMMER

PADDLING POOL

SUNBATHING

ICE CREAM

SUN CREAM

SHADES

SUNSHINE

BEACH

SUN HAT

ICE LOLLY

HOLIDAY

SNORKELLING

H

ETHAN

TOBY

ERIN
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HARRY

WILL

Can you find 10 more Nemo’s like this one hiding throughout the RAG?

BORED this Summer? DON’T BE!
Elliot has the answers...
Victoria park is a brilliant place to have a picnic, bike ride
or play about. I recommend it because it has a good playground and has a grassy area to play tag or a general run
around. Bikes or scooters would be good to take as the
grassy area has a path round it which is perfect to ride on
as it is not bumpy and is shaded by some trees.
the Herbert in Coventry is a really good place to visit. As well as
special events, the art gallery and arts and crafts rooms are a joy to be
in. Look out for special events or new galleries, because they each have
a really fun topic and the way they present each one is so mind-blowing
and different each time.
Packwood House is a historical house near to Leamington
Spa. It has trails to explore,
trees to climb and rooms in the
house to see. I like playing in
between the Yew trees in the
garden - particularly hide
and seek!

Draycote Water is a very nice reservoir
that has a long path all the way round the
outside - it is about 5 miles long! You
could take scooters or bikes instead of
walking. You can watch people sail boats
on the lake!

Like sums? Sam has created an impossibly long
sum to keep you busy all summer long!
Can you find the value of , ,  in order to
find the final value of ?
2+3+4-2x3÷7+9-2+10-10x10-1+3÷2-1x2-21+10351x2+299-62x2+1003-901+72÷2+15= 
+72x10+65-5+36÷2+-15+999÷3-598+178-x5+691
-5+1÷2+36+293-90x2= 
++551-49+13x2-56-+-210+48+7÷30-97÷100x
--9÷20-9÷90x2=

Umberslade Adventure Playground is an ideal place for a
family day out. It has many good activities to do including
archery, zip lining, tree climbing and a ropes course. A picnic will make your day out even better!

+-x2-38÷2+-69÷500x11-1÷60-2=

=

1
2
3
4
5

One Kiss by Calvin Harris & Dua Lipa
Solo by Clean Bandit Featuring Demi Lovato
No Tears Left To Cry by Ariana Grande
Girls Like You by Maroon 5 Featuring Cardi B
I Like It by Cardi B, Bad Bunny & J Balvin

6
7
8
9
10

Whatever It Takes by Imagine Dragons
In My Blood by Shawn Mendes
Youngblood by 5 Seconds Of Summer
Sad! by XXXTENTACION
Better Now by Post Malone

=
=
Final answer  =
Answers: 601, 4390, 4, 0

MAXIM & WILL’S TOP 10 CHART FOR — “Songs for the Summer”

Know anything about science? Here’s some facts
about The Black Hole from Alex!
Black Holes affect time

Black holes are not always black

They can be infinitely big

Black holes aren’t necessarily only destructive

The nearest black hole to the Earth is 1,600 light
years away

Black holes can get really big

Black holes can be very dense

3. How do you get 4000 pikachús
on a bus?

Black holes are noisy

Pok-em-on!

It was not Albert Einstein that discovered black holes

Nothing can escape the pull of a black hole

Black holes are not infinitely small

Black holes might create elements that make life
possible

Black holes spin
Things get weird when they get near a black hole
Getting near a black hole can kill you in horrible

A QUIDditch!

There are different kinds of black holes

Black holes eventually evaporate

Black holes are not funnel-shaped; they are spheres

Finland!

Black holes do not only swallow but also spit

4. How do you prevent a summer cold?
Catch it in the winter!

5. What is yellow and
dangerous?

6. What lion doesn’t roar?

Shark Infested custard!

A Dandylion

Any matter can become a black hole
The laws of physics break down at the center of a
black hole
There is no tunnel at the center of a black hole

7. What is the best day to go to the
beach?

8. What do you call a French
shoemaker?

SUNday!

Philippe Phloppe!

Black holes determine the number of stars
9. What do you call a 3 legged donkey?
A Wonkey!

10. Why don’t you give Elsa a
balloon?
Because she’ll Let it Go!

11. What do you call witches who live at
the beach?
Sandwiches!

HARRY’S

“SUMMER DESTINATION” ANAGRAMS. WORK OUT THE
PLACE AND THEN MATCH IT TO ITS FLAG!
1. Find ARAB BODS in the Caribbean
2. Sheila and Bruce live in ASIA ULTRA
3. I sphynx I know where GYP ET is!
4. ACE MIRA can be seen in 50 states - or is it 52?
5. AH FRACIOUS! It’s a long walk to Freedom!
ANSWERS: 1— BARBADOS. 2— AUSTRALIA. 3— EGYPT. 4—AMERICA. 5—SOUTH AFRICA

There is a massive black hole at the center of the
Milky Way galaxy

1. How much does it cost to go to see a
sports match at Hogwarts?

2. Where do sharks go on holiday?

Answers: 1. Mrs Tribe-Phillips. 3. Mrs Tribe-Phillips. 5. Mrs Jackson. 6. Mrs Nolan. 9.
Mrs Belmeger. 10. Mr Fisher

Event horizon is a region in spacetime beyond
which events cannot affect an outside observer.

JOKES. CAN YOU GUESS WHICH 6
ARE FROM TEACHERS, AND WHICH
TEACHER ? (Answers below from LOLA)

Jake says ‘LOOK UP!’
Have you LOOKED UP recently and noticed the biggest passenger
aircraft flying in the sky over Leamington? The Airbus A380 is a
double-deck, wide-body, four-engine jet airliner. It is the world's
largest passenger airline, many airports have upgraded their
facilities to accommodate it because of its size. In May 2017, this
aircraft started flying into Birmingham airport, you can often see it
flying over our Milverton sky's!
The Emirates’ airline operate
the
flight
between
Birmingham, and Dubai. It
flies over Leamington everyday
shortly before it lands at
B i r m i n g h a m a i r po r t at
11:25am. The outbound flight
departs from Birmingham at
13:30, keep an eye out!
As the school holidays are
approaching, you could also get
a cool view of the runway at
Birmingham airport, from
Sheldon Country Park
(postcode B26 3TU). The
planes fly directly above your
head before they land on the
runway which is in full view!
It's a great day out if you love
planes! You can even get there
by train from Leamington
station to Manston Green
(change at Birmingham
International).
See my photo to see how close you get to the landing planes!

Lovin’ Your BONES - Ethan gives us the lo-down
The skeleton can be divided into two parts known as axial and the appendicular. The axial skeleton
consists of the central core of the skull, spine and ribs whilst the appendicular is composed of the arms
and legs.
What is the function of the skeleton?

How are bones formed?
Bones are formed by the ossification of cartilage.
What this really means is all bones start off as cartilage
(normally in the womb) and they gradually turn to hard
bone (ossification) over a period of years.
Calcium is needed for strong bone growth.

It provides protection to the major organs in particular
the chest and rib cage.
Muscles attach to bones to enable movement.
Production of red blood cells within the bone marrow (a
spongy substance in found in the cavities of long bones).
Red blood cells carry oxygen around the body which is
important in the production of energy.

Introducing the 206 bones of the human body:
Axial and Appendicular Divisions
Axial = 80 bones – Skull – Vertebrae – Ribs and Sternum – Auditory ossicles – Hyoid
Appendicular = 126
Upper = 64 • Pectoral Girdle • Arms and Legs
Lower = 62 • Pelvic girdle • Legs and feet
Axial skeleton
Skull (cephalic region) = 22 bones
Cranial = 8 – Frontal (1) – Occipital (1) – Ethmoid (1) – Sphenoid (1) – Parietal (2) – Temporal (2)
Facial = 14 – Vomer (1) Mandible (1) Maxillae (2) Zygomatic (2) Nasal (2) Nasal Concha(2) Lacrimal (2) Palatine (2)
Vertebral column = 26 bones — Cervical (7) Thoracic (12) Lumbar (5) Sacrum (1) Coccyx (1)
Ribs and Sternum = 25 bones • 12 pairs of ribs • 1 sternum
Auditory ossicles and Hyoid = Auditory ossicles (6) – Malleus (2) – Incus (2) – Stapes (2) • Hyoid (1)
Appendicular = 126 bones
Upper = 64
Pectoral girdle • Scapula (2) • Clavicle (2)
Arms and hands = Humerus (2) Ulna (2) Radius (2) Carpals (16) Metacarpals (10) Phalanges (28)
Lower = 62
Pelvic girdle • Coxal (2)
Legs and feet - Femur (2) Patella (2) Tibia (2) Fibula (2) Tarsals (14) Metatarsals (10) Phalanges (28)

Its WORLD CUP FEVER….Angus is here to provide some inspiration...

SOME MINECRAFT TRICKS AND TIPS FROM ALEX

MY DREAM TEAM:

TORCHES CREATE TEMPORARY AIR POCKETS UNDERWATER

ANGUS ATHLETICO FC

TORCHES BREAK STACKS OF SAND AND
GRAVEL (EVEN THOUGH THERE NOT A TOOL
E.G PICAXE, SHOVEL, HOE)

Manuel Neuer
Nationality: German

TORCHES CAN HOLD UP SAND AND GRAVEL
(THOUGH THEY'RE TINY).
BLAZES HATE SNOWBALLS (IT REALLY
COOLS DOWN THEIR ANGER! AND THEY NEED IT). YOU ONLY NEED
TWO BUCKETS OF WATER TO CREATE AN
INFINITE WATER SOURCE

Plays for: Bayern Munich

Leonardo Bonucci
Nationality: Italian

Marcelo Vieira
Nationality: Brazilian
Plays for: Real
Madrid

Plays for: AC Milan

WATER MAKES A GOOD LAWN MOWER (IT
DESTROYS THE GRASS IN IT’S PATH!!)
SOUL SAND MAKES YOU SINK

Sergio Ramos
(Captain)

Hector Bellerin

Nationality: Spanish
Plays for: Real Madrid

Nationality: Spanish
Plays for: Arsenal

Kevin De Bruyne

Luka Modric

Paul Pogba

Nationality: Belgian

Nationality: Croatian

Nationality: French

Plays for: Manchester City

Plays for: Real Madrid

Plays for: Manchester United

Lionel Messi

Cristiano Ronaldo

Gareth Bale

Nationality: Argentinian

Nationality: Portugese

Nationality: Welsh

Plays for: Barcelona

Plays for: Real Madrid

Plays for: Real Madrid

Women's Football !!!ENGLAND!!!


MAXIM & WILLS TOP 10 Chart for…

They are the first England team to make it into the top 4 over 2 successive
tournaments in over 50 years



“DEADLIEST ANIMALS”
Would you have guessed that the deadliest animal is actually quite small? It can
transmit diseases and therefore is considered one of the deadliest animals in
the world.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mosquito
Snake
Shark
Hippopotamus
Crocodile

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Jellyfish
Lion
Snail
Komodo dragon
Tsetse fly

They are called the Lionesses



The number of UK female players has grown five times since 1985



Women's football was banned in 1921. The ban was lifted in 1971.
Women footballers don't get paid as much as men - the top earners get
around £70,000 a year compared to Wayne Rooney who gets £300,000 a
week!
2011 was the first season of the Women's Super League – similar to the
Premier League in men’s football









The current captain for the English team is Steph Houghton who also
plays for and captains Manchester City
The manager is Phil Neville who played for Manchester United and
Everton

SAM SAYS: CAN YOU SPOT THE 10 DIFFERENCES IN THE RAG TEAM?

ERIN has a new PUPPY…
...meet HARLEY
MY NEW PUPPY IS CALLED HARLEY. HE IS A BLACK
LABRADOR. WE GOT HIM FROM MY MUM’S FRIENDS’
UNCLE WHO HAD TWO BOY
PUPPIES LEFT, BUT WHEN
WE WENT TO SEE HIM HE
ONLY HAD ONE LEFT WHICH WAS HARLEY.
WE GOT HIM THE DAY WE WENT TO SEE HIM AND HE
WAS VERY JUMPY AT FIRST.
THEN HE CALMED DOWN.
HE HAS SETTLED IN FAST
AND SLEEPS WITHOUT
CRYING, APART FROM THE
SECOND NIGHT WHEN HE
CRIED FOR 10 MINUTES.

Toby’s Minecraft tips and tricks
For you guys out there who play Minecraft here are a few tips and tricks. If some of you
want to get into Minecraft this might get you started off.
1.

TNT is an explosive in Minecraft which can be set off
with a flint and steel, here’s the crafting recipes [Use it
on your friends house].

2.

The “Nether” and “End” are different dimensions. Both have a portal to get there.
One of them you have to make, one of them you have to find. To make the
Nether portal you need 16 blocks of Obsidian in a square and a flint and
steel to light it. To find the End portal you have to chuck Ender eyes in the
air until it goes straight down not in the air and dig down.

3.

Cake is one of the foods in Minecraft. It is eaten by placing
the cake on the ground and when your hunger bar is down
you tap on it to eat a slice. Here’s the crafting recipe.

Jake’s LESSON on BIRDS:
Birds can be different shapes and sizes, they can all think differently as well, but they are
all birds!
The definition of a bird is: a warm-blooded egg-laying vertebrate animal distinguished by
the possession of feathers, wings, a beak, and typically by being able to fly
I live near St Mark’s church, so I am interested in birds
because I often see really big birds flying over my garden
Which birds have I seen on St
Mark’s church?
The birds I spot most often on
the church are wood pigeons,
blackbirds and starlings. The
pigeon
is
easy to spot,
because of its familiar cooing sound and it’s
clatter of wings when in flight.
Male blackbirds are black (obviously) with
orange-yellow beaks and eye area, but female blackbirds are
actually mainly brown in colour (should they be
called brownbirds?!) with spots
and other patterns on their front.
Blackbirds sing with a smooth soft
tweeting sound.
Starlings look black when spotted from a distance, but get a look up
close and you will notice they have a purple colour too. They are a bit
smaller than blackbirds, and like to travel in
flocks (big groups of birds). They are a noisy
and social bird, making them hard to miss if
you see a flock passing through your garden!

Why do birds like churches?
Birds build nests to live in and
to lay their eggs in. The most
important thing a bird looks
for when building a nest is a
safe place so they can lay their
eggs and care for them, where
opportunistic predators, like
cats or foxes, can't bother
them.
Luckily for birds, they can fly.
Most birds make their nests
high up in the air simply
because it's tough for
predators to reach them
there.
St Marks church has a tall
church spire where birds can
be up high. From this tall spot,
they can see below them
other animals who would like
to eat them. So it seems very
simple, they feel safe up
there!

Birds of Prey: I think I have seen a peregrine falcon landing on the church.
A peregrine falcon is a bird of prey. A bird of prey is one that feeds on animal flesh, has a hooked beak and sharp talons to catch and hold onto its
prey. A peregrine falcon has longer wings than other birds as it needs to
fly high up so it can see its prey. It has to fly at high speed so it can catch its prey.
From the ground, a bird of prey looks like it has bent wings when it is
flying, because of its high speed wings. A blackbird and the other
birds I have seen at St Mark’s church have straighter wings. See the
difference in the pictures

PENS READY? IT’S THE WORLD CUP
SUMMER COLOUR-ME-IN

MAXIM & WILL’S NEWS: At the moment almost everybody is following the football

world cup in Russia. It only happens every 4 years, which makes it so special to
watch. We already know for a while, that the next world cup in 2022 will take place in
Qatar. And because it is too hot for the players to play in the summer, it will take place
in the winter. We will be watching football under the christmas tree! The FIFA, which is
the international football association, has just decided that the worldcup in 2026 will
take place in 3 different countries: Canada, Mexico and United States. Each of the 3
countries will host some of the games.

Mud + Running + Kids =

ELLIOT’S FACT FLOWER: the flower that “GROWS” your
knowledge. You never know when this stuff might come in handy!

REVIEWED
BY HEIDI

In Sweden,
October 4th is
National
Cinnamon Bun
Day!

In japan, you can
buy EEL
flavoured ice
cream! (YUK!)

the most
expensive
chocolate
costs
£250!

In April, a few of us from Milverton School took part in the Mini Military Mud
Run near Rugby. You can choose 2km, 5km or 10km. We all ran 5km around a
course which was full of different obstacles, across fields full of mud, swamps
and muddy water pools.
Our mums and dads took part with us
and it was funny seeing them get wet
and muddy with us!
I think everybody should have a go
because it keeps you fit and you can
do it with you family and friends.
My favourite obstacles were crawling
through tunnels, walking through
swamps and the waterslide
at the end.

SEAHORSES
ARE THE SIZE
OF AN M&M AT
BIRTH!

THE WORLD RECORD
FOR THE LONGEST
LIVED PERSON IS
HELD BY JEANNE
CALMENT WHO DIED
AT THE AGE OF 112!

BLUE WHALES
ARE THE
LARGEST
ANIMAL EVER
LIVED!

THERE ARE
31,536,000
SECONDS IN A
YEAR!

The armadillo is
also known as
the ‘living
football’.

THE WORLD’S
FIRST COMPUTER
WAS AS LONG AS
A TENNIS COURT!

KNOW YOUR SCIENCE FACTS ABOUT PLANTS? ERIN DOES!













85% of plant life is found in the ocean.
Lots of plants are used as dyes.
You can colour cloth with stewed onion skin, tea bags or walnut juice.
One of the oldest blue dyes comes from a plant called ‘woad’ that has been used since Neolithic
times – more than 6,000 years ago.
Brazil is named after a tree.
Stress relief can be achieved with chemicals in freshly-cut grass, according to scientists.
70,000 plant species are utilized for medicine.
2009 is the year scientists discovered a plant in the Philippines that is capable of devouring rats.
More than 20 percent of the world oxygen is produced in the Amazon Rain forest.
Dandelion is completely edible, from the petals to the roots.
The first certified botanical garden was founded by Pope Nicholas III in the Vatican City
in 1278 AD.
Trees are the longest-living organisms on earth.

The Greatest

Showman is an AMAZING tale written by Bill Condon and Jenny

Bicks. This Inspiring tale has very memorable and powerful music. Some of peoples favourite songs are below, which is yours?
• Rewrite The Stars • A Million Dreams • This Is Me • The Greatest Show
• Come Alive
The moral of this story is “Never judge people by how they look, as everybody has a
talent.” This story also teaches you about how the first circus was made and came to
be in a tent. Some of the well known characters in this film are below, who is your favourite?

Lola

Reviewed by

• Hugh Jackman as P.T Barnum • Zac Efron as Phillip Carlyle • Zendaya Williams as
Anne Wheeler • Michelle Williams as Charity Barnum • Keala Settle as Lettie Lutz.

Name: Kirpa

Name: Celine

Class: 5/6 JB

Class: 3/4 JN

Made friends with:
Willow, Eve, Imogen,
Izzy and Onika

Made friends with:
Wendy, Nehir, Daisy

I have enjoyed learning:
Art and my favourite teachers are Mrs
Jackson and Mrs Belmega

I have enjoyed learning:
Art. I really enjoyed Dart week and my
favourite teacher is Mrs Jeremiah

Name: Mannan
Class: 3/4 B
Made friends with:
Will, Charlie and Maxim
I like Milverton School because:
I have made lots of friends quickly

Name: Alex
Class: 3/4 B
Made friends with:
Zach, Maxim, Arlo, Freddie
Will, Toby, Hugo
I have enjoyed learning:
Science with Mrs Brock

Name: Wendy
Name: Ethan

Class: 3/4 JN

I think The Greatest Showman was fantastic, full of drama, music, dancing and emotions. I would recommend this movie for people aged 4+. All of my family enjoyed it and
I know lots of other people have too. Here are some of quotes from Milverton kids on
The Greatest Showman:
Anniyah Y4 “It was really exciting!”
Abhinash Y4 “It is AMAZING because all the characters are really funny!”
Maddie Y4 “The Greatest Showman is the best and I especially LOVE Zendaya Williams”
Lexie Y4 “I like Zendaya on the trapeze's & ropes and seeing what she can do!”
Lola Y4 “The Greatest Showman is an AMAZING movie for all ages 4 and over. It is full of
expressions, drama and musicality. It is well and truly…THE GREATEST SHOW!!!

Class: 3/4 TH

Made friends with:
Celene, Lyla and Nehir
I have enjoyed learning:
Dance

Made friends with:
Evelyn, Isobel, Harry,
2 x Zach, Hugo, Max, Eli
Lola, Olivia
I have enjoyed learning:
Maths with Mrs Hague

Name: Isabela
Class: 3/4 TH
Made friends with:
Camilla, Olivia and Esther
I have enjoyed learning:
Maths with Mrs Jeremiah

Name: Nehir
Class: 3/4 JN
Made friends with::
Wendy, Celine, Florence,
Frea, Betsy, Bella, Lyla
I have enjoyed learning:
Art and History and my favourite teacher is Mrs
Jeremiah

